TOUCANS SUPPLY LIST

- Nap Roll (Here is an example from Amazon)

- Your child may bring a small backpack to use for preschool this year.

1-1 inch binder and dividers with tabs- NEW STUDENTS ONLY
1- Box 10 count washable markers
1- Set washable 8 count water colors
1- Pack 2 or more dry erase markers (any color)
1- Pack fun stickers of your child’s choice
1- Collage item of your child’s choice
   (ex. Googly eyes, feathers, pipe cleaners)
1- Container salt
1- Package white flour
1- Container cream of tartar
1- Package food coloring
1- Box plastic spoons
1- Box plastic forks
1- Bottle Elmer glue
1- Glue stick
2- Boxes Dixie cups
2- Packages of white paper plates
1- Box Kleenex